
DCYHA Board Meeting
November 2021

Meeting
Date: 16 November 2021 Meeting

Time:
6:45 PM (Closed Session)
7:00 PM (Open Session)

Meeting
Location:

South Davis Rec Center (In person meeting)
Google meet call link:
https://meet.google.com/pvd-cctc-jbg
Or dial: (US) +1 260-383-1224 PIN: 123 736 773#

Section 1: Closed Board Session
Start Time: Presided By:

Attendance:
(Min 5 Voting

Members
Required for

Quorum)

Board Member: Present: Board Member: Present:

Jesse Branson (V) YES Spencer Gardner

Brian Nelson (V) YES Patrick Jacobsen (V) YES

Jared Youngman (V) YES Elizabeth O’Rourke

Jessica Stell Jens Horrocks (V) YES

Mitch Craven (V) YES Mark Turner (V)

Rich Lucy (V) Dave Todd (V) YES

Other Closed Session Invited Attendees:

Conflict Resolution & Grievance Committee (Pat):

Other Topics / Discussions (President):

➢ Braxtin Martinez:  Discuss addition to 16U Tier 2 Eagles team and fees

https://meet.google.com/pvd-cctc-jbg
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○ Issue surrounding some of the decisions behind this

➢ NOTES:  Braxtin will be moved back to the 16U A/Travel team.
Communication was not great surrounding the move.  UAHA will not allow
for a double roster on any level of play, including Tier II and Travel teams.

➢ Brian asked question about what has been talked to Braxtin

Action Item(s): Move Braxtin back to 16U Travel Team

Closed Session Adjourned Time: 7:15 PM

Section 2: Open Board Meeting Attendance
Start Time: Presided By:

Attendance:
(Min 5 Voting

Members
Required for

Quorum)

Board Member: Present: Board Member: Present:

Jesse Branson (V) YES Spencer Gardner

Brian Nelson (V) YES Patrick Jacobsen (V) YES

Jared Youngman (V) YES Elizabeth O’Rourke YES

Jessica Stell Jens Horrocks (V) YES

Mitch Craven (V) YES Mark Turner (V)

Rich Lucy (V) YES Dave Todd (V) YES

Other Attendees:

Marcus Pezzolesi, Margaret Arave, Mandi Rowell

Section 3: Business Since Last Meeting
DCYHA Branding Litigation Update:

➢ We have received copies of the invoices from the attorneys office.
○ Three invoices:

■ #460650
■ #462703
■ #468843
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○ Invoices are located at the below shared folder for review

➢ DCYHA Lawsuit Invoices

Other Topics / Discussions:

➢ David was asked to contact the lawyer and he said he will call them
tomorrow.

Section 4: Regular Business
A) SDRC Report (Rico): ~5 Min

➢ No Thanksgiving swim meet this coming Saturday!  No parking issues.
➢ Closed on Thanksgiving Day.
➢ Christmas Ice Show December 3rd - No Ice Practice
➢ XMas Eve, close at Noon.  Christmas Day is closed.
➢ Mike Strahan was here at the rink, asking about a couple rooms for some CEP clinics.
➢ Mitch - opened up 5 more virtual clinics nationwide, might not have to have it…
➢ Elizabeth - Look at who/what coaches need it, about 18 coaches that will need

something by Years End.  Some that need the Age Specific modules.
➢ Need to get on it today!
➢ Have Division Directors get with coaches to get them completed
➢ Anyone registered as a coach should have gotten an email from Mike about CEP

clinics
➢ Mitch will reach out back to Mike and let him know about it

B) Guest Presenters (if any): ~5 Min

➢

C) Review of Previous Minutes / Action Items (Pres): ~5 Min

➢ Minutes October 2021 Age
➢ Patrick - Motion to approve minutes

○ Rich - Second
○ Mitch - Yes
○ Brian - Yes
○ Dave - Yes
○ Jens - Yes
○ Jesse - Yes
○ Jared - Yes

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1B7IlWLNFYoHoddGyD37Eyxkkmd71pTQN8FAbVEAU9ow/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1A4-2zV7HAAAHM8Z_frVu85-yyVuxNUdc?usp=sharing
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○ Mark - Not present

D) Monthly DCYHA Board Business (All): ~15 Min

➢ We have a NEW @dcyha.org domain!  All the Google Drive Docs will be
moved/transferred to this new domain.  (Patrick)

○ We have a new domain - email address provided for President, Treasurer,
Registrar, Travel Rep

➢ Discuss our new DC Wind 12/14U Girls Team (Patrick, Rich, Jessica)
○ Lady Grizz Coach Courtney came to one of our practices to chat with the girls.

Discussion about team splits and mentioned why not have a girls team??
○ Created a 12/14U Girls Team within DC Wind.  They have had one

scrimmage/practice with Lady Grizz and another actual Game scheduled with
them on 11/20

○ Idaho Falls tourney that was a Girls tourney is cancelled
○ Approved roster!

➢ Team Manager & Coaches Jackets (Jessica)
○ Table as Jessica is not in attendance

➢ 14U Red Team playing in Feast Mode Tourney - Discussion and payment (Mark via
Patrick)

➢ DISCUSSION:  Elizabeth asking for any roster modifications to be submitted as soon
as possible.

○ Patrick - Motion to pay for the 14U Red team to participate in Ogden Feast
Mode tourney.  Send payment of $1100 for the team and will bill players back
via Power Pay.  Due date of 11/23/21 on Power Pay.

○ Jared - Seconds
○ Mitch - Yes
○ Jesse - Yes
○ Jens - Yes
○ Dave - Yes
○ Rich - Yes

➢ Discussion:  Talks about the two 12U teams playing. Motion has been passed for 2
12U teams to play.  Will need to work out what kids are playing and finalize it.  Doug
(12U Director) saying better to keep just the one D1

➢ 10U team to participate in Feast Mode tourney (Patrick/Jann):
○ Rich Motion for one 10U team to play in Ogden Feast Mode Tourney.
○ Mitch - Second
○ Patrick - Yes
○ Dave - Yes
○ Jens - Yes
○ Brian - Yes
○ Jared - Yes
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○ Jesse - Yes

➢ 4 Teams total playing in Ogden Feast Mode
➢ 3 Stone Travel - Possible Travel Representative to assist with scheduling hotels for

travel
○ Possible travel company to help with booking hotels.  Not a stay to play, but

just to help with booking hotels.  WE do get $10 per night back to DCYHA as a
donation.  Discussion around it

○ If it’s not stay and play, not a issue to do it
➢ Brian Made an email motion: I motion to pay the entry fee and bill the

participating players via Power Pay to cover the $1100 entry fee.  If there end up
only 10 players that fee would be $110 per player.  Processing fees will be
passed onto the players (14U Blue Team).

○ Brian - Motion Yes
○ Jens - Second Yes
○ Jesse - Yes
○ Rich - Yes
○ Patrick - Yes
○ Mitch - Yes
○ Mark - Yes
○ Jared - Yes
○ David -  YES

➢ MOTION Passes
➢ Patrick Made an email motion: I make a motion to pay and register two 12U teams

for the Thanksgiving tournament.  Cost is $1100 per team, we would send
payment for each team, $2200 total.  We would then setup a Power Pay to collect
the fees for each player.  (I have only been able to get confirmation from 12U
Red, so at this time we will only register and pay for that one 12U Red team).

○ Patrick - Motion Yes
○ Jesse - Second Yes
○ Mark - Yes
○ David - Yes
○ Jared - Yes
○ Mitch - Yes
○ Brian - Yes
○ Jens - Yes
○ Rich - Yes
○ DISCUSSION:  Only one 12U team will be participating

➢ MOTION Passes
➢ Rich made a email motion: I motion that DCYHA create a girls hockey team.  (This

is a 12U/14U flex team)
○ Rich - Motion Yes
○ Mark - Second Yes
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○ Patrick - Yes
○ Jesse - Yes
○ Jared - Yes
○ Brian - Yes
○ David - Yes
○ Jens - No
○ Mitch - Yes

➢ MOTION Passes
○ Here is some context from the original email motion:

“I just wanted to get everyone up to speed on a new idea in the works.  It was literally just an
idea on Monday and by last night it’s gained enough traction to now bring it to the board.
Because the 14u’s have 9 girls in the division, I asked Courtney Miller (12u Lady Grizzlies
Head Coach/Lady Grizzlies Board Member) to come by our practice and say hi to the girls,
introduce herself, offer a little support, etc.  Probably a bit of what Don envisioned with
Morgan Marietti in a more realistic and non-official role.
After the practice, Mark and I were discussing splits and the girls wanting to play together and
Courtney said, “Why don’t you make a DC Wind girls team out of the 14u and 12u girls?”
Apparently, it’s very common in the girls hockey world.   Since then, I’ve asked a few of the
girls’ parents if they would be interested and the response has been overwhelmingly positive.
The team would be made up of girls from our 14u and 12u age divisions, currently 9 and 6,
respectively, (including a goalie) that are not on Lady Grizzlies teams.  The team would play
other girls hockey teams and get the help of the Lady Grizzlies to make those matchups, and
would also play the 12u Lady Grizzlies from time to time.
The team could also, based on interest, participate in girls hockey tournaments as they are
available.   For instance, there is a girls hockey tournament made up of exactly this type of
team in Idaho Falls December 10-12 that they could attend first.   Those players would miss
their DC Wind game that Saturday but I think the trade off would be worth it if the team
decided to go.  The tournament fees would have to be paid for by the families participating.
After speaking to Jessica, Derek Stell is interested in being a coach on the team, and willing
to be the head coach.   As we move towards formality, we can also open up coaching
opportunities to others.
This is all of it.  If anyone has any questions, let me know, although pretty much everything I
even know is in this email.  It wasn’t my idea, but I think it’s a good one and one worth moving
forward.  DCYHA has always done a great job of supporting girls in the game and this would
give them a great way to support each other and play together, especially in a year like this
where we probably can’t find a way for all to play together on the regular teams, which they’ve
expressed interest in.
Would like a second and encourage everyone to vote yes to move forward on this project.
Thank you,
Rich”
➢ Patrick had some follow up questions regarding this motion:

“I do have a few questions, I do love the idea and mainly just how to formalize it all.
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1 - would there be a set fee to play on the team?
2 - would they need an hour of practice each week or just when available and does
DCYHA pay for that ice similar as to with the house teams? We could open up a SE
registration I believe (Elizabeth?) and have a fee associated with this team to cover
those extra ice touches for that team?
3 - I think there’s a goalie correct (Lily) so they have at least a goalie to play on the
team.
Scheduling games? Would say the team manager do that or should I as the house
scheduler?  Rich did run this past me and I like the idea of having this option in our
registration as an added option.”

➢ Brian also had some follow up questions:
“What about sanctioning with UAHA? Do we need to petition them for approval to form the
team?
Patrick already mentioned costs-there could be more in the we just know yet…I’ll second
the thoughts on Ice practice and availability may be an issue we’d need to address with a
potential fee (we may need to secure additional ice elsewhere?)
But an exciting idea to see where we can take it…”

➢ Answers from the Questions from Rich:
“To answer the few questions.

1) Uaha I believe allows the rostering of girls on a girls team and a co-ed team.  We
have girls that roster on the Lady Grizz and play with the Wind.  It might take some
messaging with them but I hardly doubt anyone will throw any objections.
2) No regular practices unless the team wants to get it themselves as available at
their own cost.  The players practice with their DC Wind teams.
3) No team fee – just an event by event basis. The Lady Grizz have offered to
provide the ice when they play them.  When a team from out of state comes in, the
Lady Grizz would let us know and inform us of the schedule.  The team would then
have to work to get ice for that game.  Perhaps we could use our 4:15 for that from
time to time if it works.  The idea is to make this a very inexpensive girls teams option
for our players.”

➢ DCYHA (DC Wind & Eagles) Social Media Accounts  (Patrick)
○ Autumn VanKomen - DCYHA Director of Social Media Accounts
○ Discussion:  Autumn to continue to do DCYHA Social Media accounts.
○ Should we do one social media account?  Benefits of two separate accounts,

Autumn will manage them

Previous Action Items
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AI# Action Item: Assigned: Due Date: Comments:

21-07-02

Follow-up with Rico / SDRC
about Try Hockey for Free:

Try Hockey for Free Day – 6 Nov
21 and 5 March 22 (Don)

○ Do not register
until we discuss,
but here is the
Link for the info
(Due in August)

8/17/21

Section 5: Committee Business
A) House Operations Committee: ~10 min

➢ Committee Operations
➢ House Ice Scheduler (Patrick)

○ Rich, Jessica have been in talks with Rico about looking to increase
our game time slots.  Looking at 1:10 game slots so we are not having
to do run time in the third period

○ Start time of 6:30am on Saturdays - with 1:10 game slots
○ We would be paying $190 per game slot with that increased time
○ Rich - Motion to move Saturday start game time to 6:30am, and allow

1:10 per game on Saturdays
○ Patrick - SECOND
○ Brian - Yes
○ Mitch - Yes
○ Dave - Yes
○ Jesse - Yes
○ Jared - Yes
○ Jens - Yes

➢ House Webmaster (Rich/Patrick)
○ Discussion - Rearranged the site a bit

➢ House Gear Manager (Jens)
○ Nothing to report

➢ House Director of Team Managers (Jess)
○ Elizabeth:  Has some team managers that have not fully completed

their requirements for USA Hockey
➢ Coaching Director (Spencer)

○ 2021-2022 Playing Rule Changes (Link)

https://www.usahockey.com/page/show/4966147-try-hockey-for-free
https://cdn3.sportngin.com/attachments/document/1f22-2477984/2021-25_USAH_Rulebook.pdf#_ga=2.174865570.1057997877.1626816977-1404759559.1626143483
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B) DC Wind (House) Financial Report (Brian):

➢ Need any reimbursements from the House side of any coaching items that
have been paid

➢ Brian talk about the social media pages
➢ Budget is fine for now
➢ Start putting together a budget for Iron Cup

○ Look at some of the items that we have of Swag that we can sell.

C) Eagles (Travel / Tier) Financial Report (Brian):

➢ Brian submitted a budget to actual expenses as of November.  Ice show that
just came in for Ogden.  Sent notice to team managers of line items
reimbursements and issues on line items.  Send email at
treasurere@dcyha.org

➢ Marcus asked for copy of finances will be sent to him email
➢ Tracy team manager of 12U as consensus, they need to come up with the

money
➢ 16U travel player team being rostered on the 16U Tier II team.  Shifting player

around.  Earlier discussion not to move him
➢ Practice player - setup payment for those practice players.  Practice players

will need to register with DCYHA as a practice player
➢ Elizabeth will just need to know the cost to charge and then she can send

the players the registration links(s)

D) Travel Hockey Committee (Jared / Jesse):

➢ Rich - issue with coach travel reimbursement.  Seeing reimbursement requests
coming in from coaches and assistant coaches.  Budget is running dry

○ Seeing some bad reimbursements coming back in for the travel coaches
○ Rich - Asking to talk with Brian to go over the expenses.  Once the money is

gone, it’s gone.
○ Jared - with the 16U Travel team, there is some conflict going on with this

team.  Asking for monthly finances for the teams
○ Rich - Remove the confidential notice on the sheets. All parents and members

of the organization should have access to those
○ Jesse - Asking to have more transparency on the budget line items, coaching

payments
○ Rich - Asking Jared/Jesse to reach out to the 16U Travel team and figure out

what they want to do…
○ Doug - Discussing the finances
○ Brian - big sigh….Jared has been sent every report.  Act on the data, already

forfeited full seasons dues.

mailto:treasurere@dcyha.org
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➢ Eagles Social Media- Anna requests that we keep the Eagles social media accounts

as currently set up, then add necessary individuals rather than limit access to current
users.

➢ Email discussion about releasing Luke Nelson from Eagles 16 Travel.
MOTION by Patrick I make a motion to release Luke Nelson from the Eagles 16U Travel
team, with him still upholding the contract and covers the player fees.
Second by Mark
Vote-
Patrick- yes
Mark- yes
Mitch- yes
David- yes
Jesse- no
Jared- no
Jens- no
Motion passes 4-3

Rich and Brian are removed from the voting citing conflicts.

➢ Jared made an email motion: I make a motion to allow the 12U team to attend two
additional tournaments that the parents will be paying for, AMEND motion that
we Power Pay either each player or one person that covers the tournament fees.

○ Jared - Motion Yes
○ Jesse - Second Yes
○ Mitch - Yes
○ Patrick - Yes
○ Rich - Yes
○ Mark -
○ Jens - Yes
○ David - Yes
○ Brian - Yes

➢ Discussion:  Brian - we can allocate ice, the parents are willing to pay for both
tournaments as these extra tournaments are at an extra cost.

○ Power Pay the players or one person
➢ There were some follow up questions asked about this motion;

○ From Patrick: “What’s the the cost of we are looking for both these
tournaments?”  No answer provided yet

○ From Rich: “I'm not opposed but would like to know the costs and the dates of
the tournaments.  I would like a complete look at the current status of the
eagles teams spending vs. the budgets prior to voting.  This is in hope of
saving the families money, not withholding them from participating.
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Is the team unanimous in the desire to participate?  Are the families aware that
if not everyone participates the cost be higher? Do the parents know what that
cost will be?
If the board meeting will take place prior to either of these new tournaments,
can we take a deep dive into their budget first so the parents have a complete
picture of what it will cost.
If either of the tournaments are before the next board meeting I am in favor of
them attending with the understanding it is out of budget and has to be paid for
as motioned.
I am seeing very large reimbursement requests come through for some of the
eagles teams which would seem to greatly exceed the budgets and we really
need to look at the financial health of the teams.  It is barely November and I
believe some of the line items in the budget may already be nearly spent for
some teams.”

E) Coaching (Spencer ):

➢ Change in Division Coaches:
○ Jann Gardner - 10U Division Coach
○ Derek Stell - 8/6U Division Coach

■ This change is due to the changes we have had at the 10U
division this season.  Jann is the best candidate to head up the
10’s.  Derek has been made aware of this change

○ Discussion:

F) Fundraising, Sponsorship & Promotions:

➢

G) Bylaws, Policies & Procedures Committee (Pat):

➢

H) Tournament Committee (Mitch):

➢ DCYHA Iron Cup 2022 Updates (Patrick)
➢ 3 Stone Travel:

○ Gina - Setup travel for all teams, as well as for our house teams when they
travel for Vernal, or other tournaments where overnight stay will be required.

I) Nomination & Election Committee (Pat):

➢
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Section 6: Directors Business
A) Registrar (Elizabeth):

➢ Jersey and Sock Order Updates
○ At least two individual jersey orders

➢ Penalty Box Attendant and Clock/Scooresheet Personnel
○ Elizabeth did talk to Jessica about the requirements to serve in the penalty

box.

B) SafeSport Coordinator (Elizabeth):

➢ Jared and Jens: (Parick)
○ Neither have completed all the required Board Member requirements as

outlined in our P&P’s and UAHA’s.  Not able to be rostered as Board Members.
Not able to function as members

○ Discussion - Send Elizabeth verification that these have been submitted.  We
are not in compliance as a board until these are completed and submitted!

C) Secretary (Mark):

➢

D) Vice President (Pat):

➢

E) President (Rich):

➢ General statement to the membership, watched
the interview with our recently harassed NHL
harassed player.  Kyle Beech.  Something every
parent should watch.  DCYHA - we will not ignore
any encounter or report that is made.  We take
any allegations of harassment seriously.  What
happened to him will not happen at the program.

○ Doug - Kyle Beech tried to report this several
times and kept being swept under the rug.
High School kid who gets raped because
Chicago Blackhawks are trying to win
Stanley Cup
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➢ UAHA Updates:
○ Goalie Situation - relaxed on playing goalies among multiple teams.
○ If you just don’t have one, write “EBUG - Goalie Name” on the roster to

be able to play.
○ Continued discussion on regional boundaries for teams in general

■ Want to start with the Squirts as a test.  Issue is if there is not a
team in that region, they would have to play whichever teams
are available in your area

Section 7: Completion

Next Meeting: December 21st 2021 @7PM; South Davis Rec Center
(Executive / closed session at 645P)

Meeting Adjourned by: Time: 9:50 PM


